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Abstract

A practical and robust head-position tracking method using computer vision is presented. By

combining two simple image processing techniques, this tracker can report the position of the

user's head in real time. Whole image processing is performed by software running on normal

mid-range workstations. This tracker can support desk top virtual reality (also referred to as

\�sh tank VR"), thereby enabling a user to use a wide range of 3D systems without having

to put on any equipment. An experiment conducted by the author suggests this tracker can

improve the human's ability in understanding complex 3D structures presented on the display.

1 Introduction

One of the major drawbacks in virtual reality (VR) is its cumbersome devices. A typical VR

system requires a user to wear goggles and a position tracker on the head for 3D immersion, and a

DataGlove for gesture recognition. Although VR has great potential, such equipment prevents

users from accessing its capability in normal situations. Aside that a head-mounted display

(HMD) shields a user from the real world, these devices require time to put on and take o�,

thus making it impossible to quickly switch between VR mode and real life mode. The HMD's

impact on human health is not yet clear, especially when it is used for long periods of time. It

is still impractical and not yet acceptable to wear VR equipment in an o�ce environment.

To overcome these limitations, another approach has emerged recently which uses a normal

display screen (either monocular or binocular) coupled with a head tracker that dynamically

updates a 3D projection matrix according to the viewer's head position [4, 1, 3]. Arthur, Ware

and Booth coined the term \�sh tank virtual reality" for this kind of system [1, 16]. With

such systems, the user looks through the screen as if looking into a �sh tank. Fish tank VR

does not provide strong immersion, but is suitable for certain applications such as 3D-CAD

or visualization systems because of its ease of use and ability to present high-quality images.

For example, Liang's JDCAD system [7], which is a mechanical 3D-CAD system using a 6-

degree-of-freedom (DOF) input device, employs a �sh tank con�guration instead of a normal

VR environment.

However, most �sh tank VR systems still require a device to track the user's head position.

Arthur et al.'s system uses ADL-1, which is a mechanical position tracker and the user is

connected to a mechanical rod. Deering's system uses an ultrasonic tracking device; a user

must wear an ultrasonic transmitter on their head. As in immersion VR systems, these head

trackers also limit the usability of the VR systems.

Due to progress in hardware and the recent boom in multimedia, many of today's work-

stations and personal computers include a video capturing unit as a standard input device.

Using real-time video processing as a method for human-computer interaction is a natural idea,
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Figure 1: A snapshot of the system

and has �nally become practical. As Aukstakalnis and Blatner claimed in their book, vision-

based position tracking \shows great promise for virtual reality systems because of its relative

simplicity of use."(Silicon Mirage [2], page 36)

Although estimation of human position and orientation using video images under uncontrolled

conditions is still only a research topic in computer vision, vision-based head tracking used only

for �sh tank VR is within reach of today's technology. There are two reasons for this: (1) We

can assume the rough position of a user, because the user sits in front of the screen, and (2) we

can omit estimation of orientation, because the user is looking at the screen most of the time.

These assumptions make it easier to apply head tracking techniques based on image processing

in actual 3D systems.

In this paper, I describe a vision-based head position tracker and a �sh tank VR system

as its application. With this system, a user does not need to wear any special gear. The

vision system automatically tracks the position of the user's head while the user is sitting at

the desk. A tracking system uses the simple image processing techniques of frame subtraction

and template matching based on correlation. Even though image processing is performed by

software, the system can achieve 15 frames per second (fps) on a comparatively slow workstation

using a MIPS R3000 CPU.

2 Head Tracking Using Computer Vision

Figure 1 shows the system in use. A 3D scene is displayed on a screen monitor. A video camera

on top of the screen captures a user's images and estimates its position in real time. The system

updates the transformation matrix with respect to the user's head position, and updates 3D

images according to it. This causes an illusion that the user is looking at a 3D object through

the display screen. Motion parallax caused by head position movement enriches that illusion.

2.1 Head position estimation

Head position estimation takes two steps of image processing techniques as illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.
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Figure 2: The system overview

(a) Input (b) Background image (c) Result of subtraction

Figure 3: Image Subtraction

First, to detect the user's face area, a pre-stored background image is subtracted from a

captured image, pixel by pixel (i.e., a pixel that exceeds a threshold is treated as the user's

image). To increase robustness, we use distance in YUV space instead of intensity distance

space. By using YUV thresholding, we can get a clear segmentation of the user's image under

complex background images (Figure 3).

Second, the system searches for the center of the user's face by using template matching. A

partial area of the user's face is stored as a template. Typically, the area between the left and

the right eyebrows is used (the user can change the area at any time by clicking a mouse button

on the face image). The system calculates correlation coe�cients between the template and

every area in the face image, and assumes the area with the highest score as the center.

Finally, using (u; v) position on the captured image plane, the system estimates the users

head position (x; y; z) by using the following equation:

x = Cx �

D

F
u;

y = Cy +
D

F
v;

z = Cz �D:

Where Cx;y;z is a camera position in the world coordinates, F is the focal length of the camera,

and D is a distance between the user and the camera. Note that we assume the distance
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(b) After frame subtraction

Figure 4: Correlation Intensity values

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Comparison of two position tracking methods. A cross mark between eyes is based

on the correlation method, and a mark below is based on the gravity center method. This is

shown in (a). When the face is upright, the two methods give similar results. However, when

the face is tilted (b), the gravity center method is less accurate than the correlation method.

between the user and the display if �xed. It is not always true and the system performs

incorrect perspective transformation when the user is too close to (or too far away from) the

display. We will discuss this problem later.

2.2 Template matching with background elimination

Although only template matching seems to be su�cient for position estimation, we combine

frame subtraction with template matching as a preprocessing step for the following reasons:

Increasing performance. We can simply omit the background area from the correlation cal-

culation since it is obvious that this area does not include a pattern we are looking for. Doing

this greatly improves the performance of position tracking. Figure 4 shows a correlation map

for before and after background subtraction.

Increasing robustness. Background elimination also lowers the possibility of mismatching,

because the search area is limited to the user's face and body images and the background area

is excluded. Doing this increases the robustness of head tracking. Even when the user does

not turn their head toward the camera correctly, or tilts their head, the template can still �nd

the correct position. The reason is no other area is as good as that position in calculating

correlation values. A simple silhouette-based technique (which uses the gravity center of the
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silhouette as a head position) for locating the head position would fail in such a case (Figure 5).

2.3 O� axis perspective projection

Extracted head positions are used to construct a transformation matrix that projects 3D objects

onto a display screen.

Traditional perspective projection used in computer graphics assumes that a viewer's line of

sight is perpendicular to the view plane (i.e., the screen), and that a view volume is a symmetric

frustum. With a �sh tank con�guration, however, the viewer might look at the screen from

a slanted position, thus making a view frustum asymmetric. In such a case, the system must

generate an image that looks correct from the user's viewpoint, but might be skewed from a

frontal position.

To implement such projections, the system uses a variant of transformation matrices that

supports an asymmetric view frustum which is similar to those described in Deering's paper [4].

Using OpenGL [10] or GL [12], such perspective transformation is easily realized by calling the

library functions glFrustum or window, respectively.

2.4 Implementation details and performance

The image processing is done entirely by software except for RGB to YUV conversion. The

current system uses 160 � 120 pixel images for head tracking, and a 12 � 12 pixel image as

a template. With a comparatively slow workstation (SGI IRIS 4D 320VGX using a MIPS

R3000 CPU), the system can process at about 15 frames per seconds (fps) for incoming images.

To increase performance, the system assumes that the head does not move too fast, and �rst

searches the neighborhood area around the previous head position. When there is a point in

the neighborhood area that exceeds the prede�ned correlation threshold, it is taken as the next

head position. If the nearby search fails, the system switches its mode to global search. The

current implementation uses a 32 � 32 pixel area around the previous position for the nearby

search.

Although the current frame rate is not as fast as other position trackers such as magnetic

or ultrasonic trackers, the user was able to experience a good illusion of motion parallax. Of

course, since the processing rate depends on the speed of the CPU, the performance could reach

the video frame rate (30 fps) by using faster CPUs which will be available within a few years.

3 Evaluation

To study how our optical head tracker helps a viewer's 3D perception skill, we conducted a task

analysis which is originally designed by Sollenberger and Milgram [13]. Similar experiment was

also achieved by Arthur, Booth and Ware [1], to evaluate their �sh-tank virtual reality system.

3.1 The experiment

In this experiment, three 3D trees standing at the corners of an equilateral triangle are presented

to a subject (Figure 6). A leaf of one of the trees is labeled by a small square mark and color.

The subject's task is to detect which tree contains this leaf and give the answer via the keyboard.

One session consists of 50 questions. The subject alternatively answers these questions with and

without head tracking. The system generates the marked leaf and shapes of the trees randomly

each time.

Six subjects participated in the experiment. All of them were computer scientists, but were

not familiar with 3D computer graphics systems. Each subject had two sessions, answering 100

questions in total. No practice trials are given prior to the experiment. The second session
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Figure 6: A snapshot of the tree test.

Method Response errors (%)

Time (sec)

With head tracking 5.95 5.0

Without head tracking 3.50 21.3

Table 1: Experimental results

consisted of exactly the same sequence of questions (marked edges and shapes of the trees),

but switched between the tracking methods. The subject thus answered two times for each

question, once with head tracking and once without head tracking. To make sure that subjects

did not memorize the trial sequence, the sessions were at least a day apart.

3.2 The results of the experiment

The results of the experiment are listed in Table 1, and in Graphs 7 and 8. With head tracking,

the subjects took a longer time to answer, but had lower error rates. There are signi�cant

di�erences at the 0.01 level of signi�cance between the two methods for both (average times

and error rates). This result is quite similar to Arthur et al.'s experiment (though they used a

mechanical head tracker). We thus assume our vision-based head tracker caused the same e�ect

on the subject as Arthur et al.'s mechanical tracker.

A simple explanation for why head tracking was slower is that it requires time for the subject

to move their head. Let us discuss this phenomenon more carefully.

As shown in the graph (Figure 9), we did not observe any learning e�ects in this experiment,

though no training trials ware given to the subject. Thus, we can conclude that each response

time roughly reects how di�cult the question was. In addition, we often observed that subjects

without head tracking often gave up in di�cult cases while subjects with head tracking kept
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Figure 10: Relationship between response time and the percentage of correct answers

trying by moving their head repeatedly. This was con�rmed during informal interviews after

the experiment.

The graph in Figure 10 reveals this situation clearly. This graph is a relationship between

response time and the percentage of correct answers. As illustrated in the graph, the curve

of no-head tracking is saturated more rapidly than that of head tracking. This backs up our

observation and can help explain why the average response time for head tracking was longer.

Overall, the result implies that a head tracker can improve a user's ability to understand

complex 3D structures presented on the screen (although at the expense of time). This o�ers a

strong incentive for incorporating a head tracker into various 3D applications such as engineering

CAD systems and scienti�c visualization systems.

4 Related Work

Estimation of a user's head position by using optical techniques is not a new idea. A recent

survey on position trackers [9] reports various kinds of optical tracking systems as well as

magnetic, ultrasonic, and mechanical position tracking systems. Most of them, however, require

the user to wear some kind of active element, ranging from an LED array to a video camera

[8, 5, 14, 6]. The Honeywell Videometric System [6] uses a passive element, which is a unique

symbology pattern on the user's helmet, instead of an active device. Our system also uses a

special pattern, an image of the user's face itself. This feature frees the user from having to

wear any tracking gear.

Suenaga et al. implemented a vision-based �nger position and orientation tracker which

works under rather controlled environments[15]. Their system uses two cameras to determine

the position of the �nger in a 3D space. Some heuristics are applied on a silhouette image of

the hand to detect the orientation of the �nger.

5 Discussions

5.1 Applications

Since this head tracker does not require special equipment except for a camera and capturing

hardware, the technique can be applied on a wide range of 3D applications. Notable applications

include 3D engineering CAD and scienti�c visualization systems, because these systems often

require correct perception of complex 3D structures. These applications are also suitable for

�sh tank VR because they do not require immersion, but require high-resolution images that

exceed the standard of today's head mounted displays.
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In our method, the template used for pattern matching is obtained from the user's face, so it

is di�erent for each user. This requirement becomes a problem when applying this method to

a system used in a public environment. However, the template's image resolution is not that

high, and satisfactory results can be obtained by preparing a small set of templates representing

typical patterns of face images. This should be su�cient to cover most unspeci�ed users.

5.2 Robustness

Robustness is a very important issue if one applies a technique using computer vision into actual

applications. In an o�ce, for example, we can assume neither controlled lighting nor a plain

background behind a user in processing incoming images.

Regarding our method, the combination of frame subtraction and pattern matching is a good

compromise between robustness and processing cost. In our method, frame subtraction is used

only for reducing the search area for template matching (thus increasing performance). It can

report accurate results even when someone occasionally goes across the background, a situation

in which most of the silhouette-based position tracking methods fail.

The stored background becomes di�erent from the actual background over time, partly be-

cause the natural lighting is always changing. The system provides simple commands to retake

the background and the template. This can be done by simply pressing a key or clicking the

mouse on the captured image, so users can change the background or the template at any time

without interrupting their tasks. 1

Although correlation matching shows slight tolerance for tilted or scaled images, it becomes

unstable if the user bends their head too far. A possible solution for this problem is to use

two or more templates that are the rotated and scaled versions of the original template, or to

incorporate rotation invariant correlation �lters such as those described in [11].

5.3 Accuracy in tracking

Currently, our tracker does not detect the distance between the camera and the user; it assumes

the distance is �xed. This assumption causes the tracker to report inaccurate positions when

the user is too close or too far away from the screen. A solution to this is to use two cameras and

estimate the distance based on a photographic method. This would require additional hardware

and image processing time. An alternative solution I am currently working on is to estimate the

distance from the size of the face image. I would also like to mention that omission of distance

estimation is less noticeable than other dimensions. When a user is close to the screen, for

example, the image on the display looks larger because the physical distance between the user

and the display becomes shorter. It has an e�ect similar to distance tracking.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, I described a vision-based head tracker using a video camera and software that

performs image processing. The techniques used here are simple, but are robust and useful for

adding reality to various 3D applications. The experimental results suggest this head tracker

whill help a user to recognize complex 3D structures displayed on the screen.

I believe a video camera mounted on top of the display will soon be the third standard

input device (i.e., after the keyboard and mouse) for desktop computers in the near future. In

addition, a camera can be useful for multimedia applications such as teleconferencing, and will

be vital for human-computer interaction.

1
Some users preferred the part of their hairline over the area between their eyebrows for its robustness in

matching.
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